
Ichishkíin 102 – W14 Homework Week 2

Homework 2.1

Weather language - pronunciation

 Listen to the recording that corresponds with this week's handout (posted in the Sapalwit
Niipt folder)

 Practice the new weather language, note those words and/or phrases that are more
difficult to pronounce and practice them a bit extra.

 Record yourself on Voiceboard - to avoid running out of recording time, do one
recording for the vocab (page 1) and another one (in the same window) for the sentences
(pages 2-3)

 Due by 11am before class

Weather language - grammar

 Give a light gloss to the sentences on pages 2-3 of this week's handout
 Don't worry about every little morpheme or looking up everything in the dictionary. Use

what you already know and try to find which Ichishkiin word(s) correspond to which
English word(s).

 There's tons of fun grammatical stuff going on in these so if you aren't sure of something,
you're certainly not alone! We'll go over them tomorrow in class and talk about some of
the exciting things that are in this handout.

Homework 2.2

Subject Pronouns

 Read the Handout on Ichishkiin Subject Pronouns (also posted here).
 Write niipt sentences per pronoun (for a total of 18 sentences).
 Incorporate language you know from class with an emphasis on weather language.
 Feel free to use the style most interesting/convenient for you (list of sentences,

story/paragraph, etc)
 If you'd like to use a couple of vocab items not used in class, it's ok...just limit it to a

couple and be prepared to let us know what they are in class tomorrow!

Homework 2.3

iksíks s ńwit (small talk)

 Pairs: Ápli ku Kúli; H ńli ku Áychay
 Create a small talk dialogue for 2 readers (not nececcarily limited to two

characters..........)



Ichishkíin 102 – W14 Homework Week 2

 Use language you know with an emphasis on weather
 10-15 lines per reader
 due at the start of class Páx̱aɬkw’ipa

Homework 2.4

Readings & Journal

 From Nch'i Wana read the chapters on:
o Ecology - ch4 (Posted here), and
o Plant & Animal Resources - ch5 (Posted on Blackboard - tiny bit oversized for

Anvill)

 You won't be tested on any scientific plant names or anything though some content might
show up on the quiz and/or midterm!

 Write a journal entry (at least one page but more is welcome!) summarizing your
thoughts on the readings.


